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Conference calls, meetings, emails, research, counseling, and drafting are among the items that constitute a lawyer’s stock in trade. The process of revising a state corporate law statute engages all of these activities—albeit in a way different from that used with clients. The task is a weighty one, since the eventual work product informs decision-making on whether to incorporate in a particular state and provides a foundation for the structuring and operation of all businesses incorporated in the state.

In the following article, Trevor McElhaney captures well the role of the bar in that process,† as well as the substance of the recent changes to Tennessee corporate law resulting from the engagement of that process through a subcommittee of the Tennessee Bar Association’s Business Entity Study Committee. He also provides observations throughout the article on the importance of these changes to legal counsel involved in work for, with, or relating to Tennessee corporations. This timely work is a great service to the bench and bar in the State of Tennessee.

---


† This role was described several years ago by another student author in the following way: “The business section of a state’s legal bar is often instrumental in lobbying within this race, ensuring that state corporate laws, while facially appealing, are greatly inefficient at actually regulating.” Alison Torbitt, Comment: Implementing Corporate Climate Change Responsibility: Possible State Legislative and SEC Responses to Climate Change Through Corporate Law Reform, 88 OR. L. REV. 581, 595-596 (2009).